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Abstract
Although several powerful joint filters for cross-modal
image pairs have been proposed, the existing joint filters
generate severe artifacts when there are misalignments between a target and a guidance images. Our goal is to
generate an artifact-free output image even from the misaligned target and guidance images. We propose a novel
misalignment-robust joint filter based on weight-volumebased image composition and joint-filter cost volume. Our
proposed method first generates a set of translated guidances. Next, the joint-filter cost volume and a set of filtered
images are computed from the target image and the set of
the translated guidances. Then, a weight volume is obtained
from the joint-filter cost volume while considering a spatial
smoothness and a label-sparseness. The final output image
is composed by fusing the set of the filtered images with the
weight volume for the filtered images. The key is to generate the final output image directly from the set of the filtered
images by weighted averaging using the weight volume that
is obtained from the joint-filter cost volume. The proposed
framework is widely applicable and can involve any kind
of joint filter. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is effective for various applications including image
denosing, image up-sampling, haze removal and depth map
interpolation.

1. Introduction
Recent developments of image sensors and hardware
technologies enable the simultaneous capturing of crossmodal image pairs such as visible color and near-infrared
(NIR) [50, 69, 43], flash and no-flash [48], visible color and
far-infrared (FIR) [45], multi-spectral [7, 61], and visible
color and depth [19]. Inspired by these progresses, joint use
of the cross-modal image pairs becomes more common in
computer vision and pattern recognition applications such
as image denosing [62, 70], haze removal [52, 57, 6, 56],
image enhancement [33, 69, 59, 17, 18, 8, 58], image upsampling [42, 47, 40, 15, 21, 37], scene classification [4],
pedestrian detection [65, 28], and face recognition [38].
For these applications, joint image filters such as joint bilateral filter (JBF) [48] and guided filter (GF) [22] are effective and commonly used. In general, these filters improve a
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Figure 1. Up-sampling example of existing and the proposed methods. The misalignment between the cross-modal image pair generates artifacts for the existing methods as shown in (d) and (e).
Our method can generate an artifact-free result as shown in (f).

target image quality by utilizing structural information existing in a guidance image. The vital assumption of these
joint filters is that the input image pair is strictly aligned.
However, actual cross-modal image pairs usually contain
misalignments because these images are captured by different sensors with different view points. The misalignment
often generates severe artifacts such as a ghost, a halo and
a discontinuity in the filter results. A straight forward approach for reducing these artifacts is to use an aligned guidance obtained by local flow estimation. Many calibration
techniques [25, 28, 66] and registration methods [54, 31]
for the cross-modal image pairs have been proposed. Although these methods can estimate the rough flow between
the cross-modal image pairs, accuracy is still insufficient for
these joint filters.
An example of the results on image up-sampling by the
existing joint filters is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the target farinfrared (FIR) image and the guidance visible color image
are taken from slightly different view points, which causes
the misalignment. As shown in Fig. 1 (d), GF [22] generates the ghost artifacts due to the misalignment. Although
the ghost artifacts can be reduced using the aligned guid-
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ance obtained by applying dense adaptive self-correlation
descriptor (DASC) [31], which is one of the state-of-the-art
registration methods for the cross-modal image pairs, the
registration error still remains and severely degrades the result as shown in Fig. 1 (e).
We propose a novel misalignment-robust joint filter for
cross-modal image pair based on 1) weight-volume-based
image composition and 2) joint-filter cost volume. The
proposed method can generate an artifact-free filtered output image by weighted averaging using the weight volume
without estimating local flow. This weight volume is obtained from the joint-filter cost volume. The result by the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 (f). The artifact-free
output image can be generated by the proposed method.
The proposed framework is widely applicable and can involve any kind of joint filter such as GF [22], mutualstructure for joint filtering (MSJF) [55], and JBF [48]. The
applications of the proposed method includes image denosing, image up-sampling, haze removal, and depth map interpolation.

2. Related works
2.1. Joint filter for cross-modal image pair
Various joint filters for cross-modal image pairs and
their applications have been proposed. Petschnigg et al.
proposed the joint bilateral filter (JBF) [48] for flash/noflash photography. The JBF is also useful for image upsampling [34] and image fusion [16]. The guided filter
(GF) [22] and its extended version [68, 11] are applicable for image denoising, image up-sampling and haze removal [23]. The weighted least square filter (WLS) [14]
for image enhancement using an NIR image was also presented [70]. Shen et al. proposed the mutual-structure
for joint filtering (MSJF) [55] which addresses mutualstructure consistency between cross-modal image pair. Recently, the image restoration method via scale-map was also
presented by Yan et al. [63]. Other joint filters which are
applicable for cross-modal image pairs are the non-local
means [5] and the joint static and dynamic guidance filter [20].
These existing joint filters generate severe artifacts when
there is the misalignment between the cross-modal image
pair. The proposed framework potentially makes any existing joint filter robust against the misalignment.

2.2. Local-flow estimation for warped image generation
One of the most common local flow estimation methods for visible image pairs is Horn-Schunk method [26].
The Horn-Schunk method estimates local flow by optimizing an energy which consists of a data term based on sum
of square difference (SSD) and a spatial smoothness term.
This energy can be optimized by a gradient method because
the data term is derivative.

Although SSD is widely used similarity measure for
visible image pairs, it is not suitable for cross-modal image pairs because the appearance difference between the
cross-modal image pair is more significant than that of the
visible ones. To measure the accurate similarity between
the cross-modal image pair, various similarity measures
have been proposed such as mutual information (MI) [49,
12], normalized cross-correlation (NCC) on the Laplacian
pyramid [29], the adaptive normalized cross-correlation
(ANCC) [24], and the robust selective normalized crosscorrelation (RSNCC) [54]. Recently, Kim et al. proposed
the dense adaptive self-correlation descriptor (DASC) [31]
and its improved version [32] inspired by the local selfsimilarity descriptor (LSS) [53].
In general, these similarity measures for the crossmodal image pair is non-derivative. Therefore, the gradient method cannot be used to minimize the energy based
on these similarity measures. To address this problem,
DASC [31] estimates discrete local flow by optimizing the
discrete energy originally designed for SIFT flow [41]. On
the other hand, many stereo vision algorithms evaluate the
cost volume [27, 51, 64, 3] constructed based on the nonderivative similarity such as NCC. The winner-take-all is
usually used to determine the disparity.

3. Proposed method
In actual situation, cameras for the cross-modal image
pair are placed reasonably close to each other, and we can
easily obtain the roughly aligned images by performing
camera calibration and/or by applying global image registration. However, misalignment still exists and this remaining displacement cannot be modeled by a rigid motion. Our goal is to generate an artifact-free filtered image from misaligned cross-modal image pairs. We propose
the misalignment-robust joint filter based on 1) weightvolume-based image composition and 2) joint-filter cost
volume.
The naive approach for this goal is to use aligned
guidance obtained by local flow estimation (Fig. 2 (a)).
In general, however, the accuracy of the estimated local
flow is still insufficient for cross-modal joint filters. In
the proposed approach by the weight-volume-based image composition, the aligned guidance is composed by fusing a set of translated guidances using the weight volume
(Fig. 2 (b)). The weight-volume-based image composition
becomes more powerful scheme by calculating the weight
volume from the joint-filter cost volume. As shown in
Fig. 2 (c), the proposed misalignment-robust joint filter using the weight volume can compose the final output image
by fusing the set of the filtered images and the weight volume without the aligned guidance and the local flow. Our
method can remarkably improve the robustness of existing
joint filters against misalignment where the displacements
are supposed to be within a predefined range.
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(c) Misalignment-robust joint filter using weight volume (proposed).

Figure 2. Image processing pipelines.

3.1. Joint filter with aligned guidance using weight
volume
We first propose the joint filter with aligned guidance by
the weight-volume-based image composition. The key is to
compose the aligned guidance by fusing the set of the translated guidances using the weight volume. In the proposed
approach, the unique local flow is not required to generate
the aligned guidance.
As shown in Fig. 2 (b), this approach first generates the
set of the translated guidances. Then, a cross-modal cost
volume is calculated by measuring the similarity between
the target image and the set of the translated guidances.
Next, we obtain the weight volume which represents the
confidence of each translated guidance. The aligned guidance is composed by weighted averaging of the set of the
translated guidances using the weight volume. Finally, the
filtered image is generated by applying an existing crossmodal joint filter to the target image with the aligned guidance.
Translated guidance generation: First of all, the set of the
translated guidances are generated by translating the original guidance image. Let t = (t1 , · · · , ti , · · · , tN )T and
g = (g1 , · · · , gi , · · · , gN )T be the vectorized target image
and the vectorized original guidance image, where i is the
pixel index. The set of the translated guidances are given
by {H1 g, · · · , Hk g, · · · , HK g}, where Hk is the matrix
operator for k-th labeled translation vector which is corresponding to k-th fixed flow. Here, the range of the translation is corresponding to the horizontal and vertical ranges
of the local flow. This range (e.g. 7 [pix] × 7 [pix]) is the
one of the setting parameters. The local translation range
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Figure 3. Local flow evaluation processes. (a) Evaluate all possible flows (k) for a fixed pixel. This is repeated with different
pixels. (b) Evaluate a fixed flow for all pixels. This is repeated
with different flows (k). (proposed method).

depends on the resolution of the input image pair.
Note that the proposed method can deal with the nonuniform local flow like many existing local flow estimation,
e.g. Horn-Schunk [26], DASC [31] and SIFT flow [41]. As
shown in Fig. 3 (a), these existing methods evaluate all possible flows (k) for a fixed pixel. This is repeated with different pixels. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3 (b),
the proposed method evaluates a fixed flow for all pixels.
This is repeated with different flows (k). In other words, to
evaluate the local flow, the proposed method translates the
guidance images, whereas the existing algorithms translate
the one side patch with opposite direction. In this sense, the
proposed method can evaluate the local flow like the existing local flow estimation methods [26, 31, 41].
Cross-modal cost volume generation: Next, we evaluate the cross-modal cost volume. Cost volume approach is
widely used for estimating disparity in stereo vision [27, 51]
because it can deal with various similarity measures with
simple and effective implementation. The proposed weight-
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volume-based image composition is inspired by the successes of the cost-volume in stereo vision.
Let C = [c1 , · · · , ck , · · · , cK ] be the cross-modal cost
volume, where ck represents k-th vectorized cross-modal
cost map. Each element of the cross-modal cost volume C
is given by ci,k , where i is the pixel index. The cross-modal
cost map is calculated from the similarity measure between
the target image t and the translated guidance Hk g as
ck = dist(t, Hk g),

(1)

where k is the label corresponding to the translation vector,
and dist(·, ·) is the similarity measure such as DASC [31]
and NCC [29].
Weight volume optimization: Then, the weight volume
is calculated from the cross-modal cost volume C. The
variable range of the cross-modal cost volume C significantly depends on the similarity measures. To correct this range, we introduce the weight volume W =
[w1 , · · · , wk , · · · , wK ] by normalizing the cross-modal
cost volume C while considering the spatial-smoothness
constraint and the label-sparseness constraint. Here, each
element of the cross-modal cost volume W is given by wi,k .
The details of the weight volume is described in the next
section.
Aligned guidance composition: The aligned guidance y is
composed by averaging the set of the translated guidances
{H1 g, · · · , Hk g, · · · , HK g} as
∑
diag(wk )Hk g.
(2)
y=
k

Finally, the output image z is generated by applying an existing cross-modal joint filter [22, 55, 48] to the target image t with the aligned guidance y. Note that the proposed
weight volume W = [w1 , · · · , wk , · · · , wK ] can be considered as a probability for each translation vector labeled
by k. In this sense, the proposed weight-volume-based image composition in Eq. (2) can be also considered as the expected value of the set of the translated guidances based on
the probability W. As described in Sec. 3.4, the probabilistic approach can reduce the artifacts in the aligned guidance,
which directly generates the poor result in the final output.

3.2. Weight volume optimization
The weight volume W is obtained by optimizing the
energy which consists of three terms: 1) the fidelity term,
2) the spatial-smoothness constraint, and 3) the labelsparseness constraint. The proposed energy for the weightvolume optimization is given by
F (W) = Fd (W) + ηFss (W) + γFls (W),
∑
s.t. ∀ i,
wi,k = 1, wi,k ≥ 0,

(3)

k

where k is the label corresponding to each translation vector, i is the pixel index, wi,k is the element of the weight-

volume element for the k-th label and i-th pixel, Fd (W) is
the data term, Fss (W) is the spatial-smoothness constraint,
and Fls (W) is the label-sparseness constraint. Here, η (typically 10 to 100) and γ (typically 0 to 1) are the parameters
to control the strength of the spatial-smoothness constraint
and the label-sparseness constraint.
The data term penalizes the residual between the weight
volume W and the normalized cross-modal cost volume W̃
as
∑∑
||W − W̃||2F ,
(4)
Fd (W) =
k

i

where w̃i,k is the element of the normalized cross-modal
cost volume W̃, and is obtained by applying soft-max function to the element of the cross-modal cost volume ci,k as
]
[
exp −βci,k
[
],
(5)
w̃i,k = ∑
k exp −βci,k

where β (typically 1 to 10) is the parameter depending on
the range of the cross-modal cost volume element ci,k .
To generate the spatially smooth output image, we introduce the spatial-smoothness constraint for the weight volume as
Fss (W) = ||Dh W||2F + ||Dv W||2F ,

(6)

where Dh and Dv is horizontal and vertical derivative operator matrix.
The output image is composed by averaging the set of
the translated guidances using the weight volume. In general, artifacts such as discontinuity, blur, and ghost tend to
be generated by the noisy small weight volume element.
To reduce these artifacts, we introduce the label-sparseness
constraint for the weight-volume as
)1/p
∑( ∑
∑
,
(7)
|wi,k |p
∥wi,k ∥p,k =
Fls (W)=
i

i

k

where ∥·∥p,k denotes Lp norm w.r.t. label k, and p(> 0) is
the label-sparseness parameter. We set p as 0.51 .
In the proposed method, the energy F (W) is optimized
based on a proximal approach [9, 46]. The weight-volume
optimization is the most computationally expensive process, which is proportional to the number of the iteration
and the number of the translated guidances. It takes several
minutes with non-optimized implementation in MATLAB.

3.3. Misalignment-robust joint filter using weight
volume
The weight-volume-based image composition described
in Sec. 3.1 can generate the aligned guidance without estimating local flow. However, our goal is to generate an
1 The label-sparseness constraint can be effectively solved by the proximal mapping approach. Particularly, we can be easily obtained the proximal mapping for p = 0.5 by analytical approach [36].
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artifact-free filtered image from misaligned cross-modal
image pairs. In this sense, it is not necessarily required
to generate the aligned guidance for the joint filter. Furthermore, the use of the cross-modal cost volume dose not
guarantee to generate the suitable filtered output, because
the similarity between the cross-modal image pair does not
correspond to the confidence of the filtered output. We introduce the joint-filtered cost volume Cjf which is directly
corresponding to the confidence of the joint filtered image.
By using the weight-volume-based image composition and
the joint-filter cost volume, the misalignment-robust joint
filter can directly generate the final output from the set of the
translated guidances without generating the aligned guidance and the unique local flow.
The processing pipeline is shown in Fig. 2 (c). First,
the set of the translated guidance is generated. Then, the
set of the filtered images and the joint-filter cost volume
are generated from the target and the set of the translated
guidances. Next, the weight volume is obtained from the
joint-filter cost volume. Finally, the final output is directly
composed by averaging the set of the filtered images using
the weight volume.
Cross-modal joint filter and joint-filter cost volume generation: In the misalignment-robust joint filter, we generate the set of filtered images and the joint-filtered cost volume Cjf instead of the cross-modal cost volume C. Let
k T
) be the filtered image obtained
jk = (j1k , · · · , jik , · · · jN
from the target image t and the translated guidance Hk g
by an existing cross-modal joint filters, where k and i are
label’s and pixel’s indexes.
The cross-modal joint filters such as GF [22] generate the
filtered image by minimizing the cost pixel-by-pixel, which
is designed so that features, e.g. structures and textures, of
both images are harmonized. For example, the cost function
at the i-th pixel for the original GF [22] is
)
∑ ((
)2
(ai gl + bi − tl ) + εa2i ,
E(ai , bi ) =
(8)
l∈Ni

where ti and gi are the i-th pixel’s value of the target image
t and the guidance image g, ai and bi are the coefficients
for the linear transformation, Ni is the set of neighboring
pixels at the i’th pixel, and ε is the regularization parameter. The first term describes the residual between the target
image and the linear-transformed guidance image, whereas
the second term represents the regularization.
The joint filter cost volume Cjf for GF [22] is designed
based on the residual term in Eq. (8) as
)2
∑(
cjfi,k =
(9)
ak,i (Hk g)l +bk,i −tl ) ,
l∈Ni

where cjfi,k is the element of the joint-filter cost volume at
k-th label and i-th pixel, (Hk g)l is the k-th labeled translated guidance Hk g at the pixel l, ak,i and bk,i are the linear

transformation coefficients for (Hk g)l . Note that the proposed method is the general framework for the cross-modal
joint filters. We can apply the proposed joint filter cost volume approach to existing joint filters including MSJF [55],
the scale map image restoration [63], the dark flash photography [35], if the cost function of the joint filter is defined
pixel-by-pixel. Other examples of the joint-filter cost volume are described in our supplemental material.
The recent studies on image filtering [44, 13] also
showed that the classical joint filter such as JBF [48] can
be formulated as the cost function minimization by the kernel function. Based on these studies, we can also define the
joint-filter cost volume of these classical joint filters.
Direct filtered image composition: After calculating the
joint-filtered cost volume Cjf , we calculate the weight volume W using Eqs. (3) to (7) in the same manner as described in Sec. 3.2. Note that, instead of Eq. (7), the element
of the normalized joint-filter cost volume w̃i,k is given by
]
[
exp −βcjfi,k
.
(10)
w̃i,k = ∑
[
jf ]
k exp −βci,k
The final output z is directly generated by fusing the set
of the joint-filtered images {j1 , · · · , jk , · · · , jK } and the
weight volume W = [w1 , · · · , wk , · · · , wK ] as
∑
diag(wk )jk .
(11)
z=
k

As with Eq. (2), the proposed composition in Eq. (11) can
be also considered as expectation of the set of the filtered
images based on the weight volume as probability.

3.4. Comparisons
To discuss the effectiveness of the weigh-volume-based
image composition and the joint-filter cost volume, we compared with the three approaches shown in Fig. 2.
a) Joint filter with aligned guidance by local flow
(Fig. 2 (a)): The local flow was estimated by DASC [31].
GF [22] was used as the cross-modal joint filter.
b) Joint filter with aligned guidance using weight volume (Fig. 2 (b)): DASC [31] and GF [22] were used for the
cross-modal cost volume and the cross-modal joint filter.
c) Misalignment-robust joint filter using weight volume
(Fig. 2 (c)): GF [22] and the corresponding joint-filtered
cost volume in Eq. (9) were used.
An example of the results is shown in Fig. 4. As shown
in Fig. 4 (a), although we can estimate the rough flow by
DASC [31], the aligned guidance contains the collapsed artifacts due to the subtle alignment error. This artifacts directly generates the poor results in the filtered image. In
joint filter with aligned guidance using weight volume, the
collapsed artifacts can be reduced as shown in Fig. 4 (b).
Although the result shows the effectiveness of the weightvolume-based image composition, the aligned image and
the filtered image are still blurred. On the other hand,
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(a) Joint filter with aligned guidance
by local flow (Fig. 2 (a))
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Figure 4. Comparison with existing and proposed approaches shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 (c) show that the misalignment-robust joint filter using weight volume can generate the clear image without
blurred and collapsed artifacts. These results show that
the misalignment-robust joint filter using the weight volume
and the joint filter cost volume can generate clearer filtered
image than the joint filter with aligned guidance.
(a) Target (R channel)

4. Experiments
The proposed method has various applications such as
image denosing, image up-sampling and depth interpolation using misaligned cross-modal image pairs. In this section, we demonstrate the examples of the performance of
the proposed method for each application2 . Note that almost figures are close-up images due to the space limitations. Whole images and additional results are presented in
our supplemental materials.

(b) Guidance (G channel)

(c) JBF [48] (d)Proposed(JBF[48]) (e) Mean of PSNR (JBF[48])

4.1. Image denosing
Robustness against misalignment: We first demonstrate
the robustness of the proposed method against the misalignment by image denoising experiments using the simulated
images, where the misalignments are artificially synthesized. To examine the robustness against the misalignment
accurately, we used the 12 image pairs of the R channel and
G channel image from the Kodak color image dataset [39],
which are well-aligned. Here, the R channel images were
used as the noisy target images obtained by adding Gussian
white noise (σ=25), whereas the shifted G channel images
were used as the guidance image. The misalignment were
synthesized by shifting the original guidance image in the
horizontal direction.
An example of the results by JBF [48], GF [22] and the
proposed method with these cross-modal joint filters are
shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (f), the blurred
results are generated by naively applying and JBF [48] and
GF [22]. On the other hand, Fig. 5 (d) and (g) show that
the proposed method can remove the noise without the blur
artifacts.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method
quantitatively, we measured peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) between the output results and the ground truth.
2 The code will be available at http://www.ok.sc.e.titech.ac.jp/res/MMIP.

(f) GF [22]

(g)Proposed(GF[22])

(h) Mean of PSNR (GF [22])

Figure 5. Robustness against misalignment between target and
guidance images. The guidance (b) and the results (c), (d), (f),
and (g) is generated by adding the 8-pixel horizontal shift (green
rectangle). (σ=25)

Here, we also evaluated the performance of BM3D [10] as
reference. As shown in Fig. 5 (e) and (h), PSNR are dramatically decreased by naively applying JBF [48] and GF [22].
The proposed method can maintain the PSNR while the
misalignment exists between the target and the guidance images. The results with another image quality measure such
as the structural similarity (SSIM) [60] and the results for
other cross-modal joint filters, e.g. MSJF [55], are shown in
the supplemental material.
Comparison with the existing methods: Next, we evaluated the performance of the proposed method using the natural cross-modal image pairs collected by Brown et al. [4].
In our experiment, we selected 40 image pairs of the visible and the NIR images which naturally contains the misalignment. Here, the noisy visible color images obtained by
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(a)Target (FIR) (b)Guidance(VIS) (c)Ground truth

(a)Target(VIS)

(d)Bicubic

(b)Guidance(NIR) (c) Ground truth (d) BM3D [10]

(e) GF [22]

(f) DASC [31]+GF [22] (g) Proposed (GF [22])

Figure 7. FIR image up-sampling guided by visible image. (×4)

(e) GF [22]

(f) DASC [31]+GF [22] (g) Proposed(GF [22])

Figure 6. Visible image denosing guided by NIR image. (σ = 50)

Table 2. Mean of RMSE and SSIM. The underlines show the best
performances among the results using the same joint filter. The
bolds show the best performance among all results.
×4
Method
bicubic
JBF[48]
DASC [31]+JBF[48]
Proposed (JBF[48])
MSJF [55]
DASC [31]+MSJF [55]
Proposed (MSJF [55])
GF [22]
DASC [31]+GF [22]
Proposed (GF [22] )

Table 1. Mean of PSNR and SSIM. The underlines show the best
performances among the results using the same joint filter. The
bolds shows the best performance among all results.
Method
target
BM3D[10]
JBF[48]
DASC[31]+JBF[48]
Proposed (JBF[48])
MSJF[55]
DASC[31]+MSJF[55]
Proposed(MSJF[55])
GF[22]
DASC[31]+GF[22]
Proposed(GF[22])

σ = 25
PSNR SSIM
20.47 0.483
31.88 0.883
27.72 0.763
28.61 0.806
31.40 0.880
25.84 0.715
28.34 0.816
28.72 0.819
27.33 0.766
29.56 0.848
31.44 0.895

σ = 50
PSNR SSIM
14.96 0.255
27.71 0.795
25.48 0.717
26.64 0.766
27.03 0.771
24.91 0.704
26.25 0.759
26.55 0.775
25.47 0.737
26.78 0.788
28.00 0.857

σ = 100
PSNR SSIM
10.35 0.116
21.81 0.677
21.55 0.676
21.69 0.633
21.82 0.685
21.31 0.671
21.42 0.650
21.67 0.688
21.41 0.699
21.57 0.686
22.27 0.783

adding Gaussian white noise (σ=25, 50 and 100) were used
as the target image, whereas the clear NIR images were used
as the guidance image.
Comparison of the proposed method with the existing
methods including BM3D [10] and GF [22] are shown in
Fig. 6. To evaluate the performance of the existing joint
filters with the cross-modal registration, we also used the
aligned guidance image by applying DASC [31], which is a
state-of-the-art registration method for cross-modal images
pairs. Since DASC [31] is sensitive to noise, the noisy target
images are denoised by using BM3D [10] before applying
the DASC [31].
Figure 6 (d) shows that BM3D [10] cannot recover the
texture on the statue. The result by GF [22] (Fig. 6 (e)) show
that the blur artifacts are generated due to the misalignment.
As shown in Fig. 6 (f), the existing joint filters [22] using
the aligned guidance image also generates artifacts due to
the alignment errors. On the other hand, Fig. 6 (g) show
that the proposed method with these joint filters can recover
the texture using the guidance image without artifacts. Note
that the results by JBF [48] and MSJF [55] are presented in
our supplemental materials due to the space limitations.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method

RMSE
3.981
4.037
4.030
3.883
3.957
3.990
3.875
3.964
3.979
3.874

SSIM
0.9376
0.9387
0.9389
0.9396
0.9397
0.9388
0.9398
0.9391
0.9391
0.9399

×8
RMSE
6.474
6.587
6.599
6.273
6.600
6.616
6.266
6.644
6.671
6.252

SSIM
0.8836
0.8837
0.8830
0.8865
0.8816
0.8820
0.8869
0.8832
0.8823
0.8873

with the existing methods quantitatively, we measured
PSNR and SSIM as shown in Table 1. These quantitative
results show that 1) the performances are improved from
the naive joint filters by applying the proposed method, and
2) the proposed method with GF [22] outperforms the compared methods.

4.2. Image up-sampling
Our framework is also effective for image up-sampling.
We have already shown one result in Fig. 1. To evaluate the
performance for the image up-sampling throughly, we used
100 image pairs of the visible gray images and FIR images
collected by Aguileraet al. [1, 2]. We set the magnification
rate as four and eight. The residual interpolation [30] was
used as the post-processing.
An example of image up-sampling results is presented
in Fig. 7. The result by the bicubic interpolation (Fig. 7
(d)) shows the limited visibility of the characters, e.g. “E”,
“d” and “f”. The results by GF [22] without alignment
(Fig. 7 (e)) show that the visibilities of the characters are
degraded due to the misalignment. As shown in Fig. 7 (f),
although the visibilities of the characters are improved by
DASC [31], the discontinuity artifacts due to the subtle
alignment error are generated on the character pattens. On
the other hand, Fig. 7 (g) show that the proposed method can
improve the visibilities while reducing the artifacts. Note
that the results by JBF [48] and MSJF [55] are presented in
our supplemental materials due to the space limitations.
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To evaluate the performance of the proposed method and
the existing method, root-mean-square error (RMSE) and
SSIM were measured. As shown in Table 2, similar to the
results on the image denoising in Sec. 4.1, the proposed
method outperforms the existing methods, i.e. the joint filters [22, 55, 48] with/without DASC [31]. Note that, the
proposed method with GF [22] shows the best performance
among the all results.

(a)Target(no-flash) (b)Guidance(flash)

(c) GF [22]

(d)Proposed(GF[22])

Figure 8. Flash/no-flash photography .

4.3. Other applications
Finally, we demonstrate other applications of the crossmodal joint filter, where the input image pairs usually contain the misalignment.
Flash/no-flash photography: In the flash/no-flash photography, the misalignment often exists among flash and
no-flash images [48]. The proposed method can generate
the clear image from these misaligned flash/no-flash image
pairs. An example of the results is shown in Fig. 8, where
the flash/no-flash image pairs were captured by a mobile
phone camera (GALAXY-SIII). As shown in Fig. 8 (a) and
(b), the target no-flash image contains large noise, whereas
the flashed guidance image is clear by the flash. Figure 8 (c)
shows that the result by GF [22] is blurred due to the misalignment. On the other hand, Fig. 8 (d) shows that the
proposed method can preserve the texture on the zebra doll
while reducing the noise in the target image using the misaligned guidance image.
Haze removal: The proposed method is also applicable to
haze removal by transferring the NIR image textures into
the visible color image. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method using visible and NIR image pairs
collected by Brown et al. [4]. The target visible color image, the guidance NIR image, the results by GF [22] and
the proposed method with the GF [22] are shown in Fig. 9.
The GF [22] generates the ghost artifacts on the mountain
surface and at the boundary between the sky and the mountain region due to the misalignment. On the other hand, the
proposed method can remove the haze effectively while reducing the ghost artifacts as shown in Fig. 9 (d).
Depth map interpolation: The proposed method can interpolate the depth map effectively without the accurate
calibration and the temporal synchronization. We demonstrate the performance for the depth map interpolation using KITTI dataset which includes the visible color and the
depth map image pairs [19]. Here, the depth maps contain
the missing pixels. There are the misalignments between
the visible color and the depth map image pairs because the
captured time is slightly different. An example of the interpolated results by the proposed method is shown in Fig. 10.
Here, we interpolate the dense depth map from sparse depth
data [22]. Figure 10 (g) shows that GF [22] generates the
blurry result with the ghost artifacts due to the misalignment on the fence region. Contrary to the naive use of the
GF [22], the proposed method can interpolate the depth map
without the artifacts as shown in Fig. 10 (h).

(a) Target (VIS) (b)Guidance(NIR)

(c) GF [22] (d)Proposed(GF[22])

Figure 9. Results for haze removal using visible and NIR images.

(a) Target (depth)

(b) Guidance (visible color)

(c) GF [22]

(d) Proposed (GF [22])

(e) Target

(f) Guidance

(g) GF [22] (h)Proposed(GF[22])

Figure 10. Depth map interpolation guided by visible image.

5. Conclusion
We have proposed the novel misalignment-robust joint
filter. The proposed method can extend the existing crossmodal joint filters because the cross-modal cost volume are
basically generated from the cost function of the existing
cross-modal joint filters. The output image is composed by
fusing the set of the filtered images with the weight volume.
Experimental results have shown that the proposed method
is effective for various applications such as image denosing,
up-sampling, haze removal and depth map interpolation.
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